1] Pressure-release melting at mid-ocean ridges generate compositional and rheological layering in the oceanic mantle that may control the evolution of the oceanic lithosphere. We use dynamic models coupled with melting and petrological models to explore 1) the influence of this layering on the development of small-scale convection under the oceans, 2) its role in determining the thickness of oceanic lithosphere, and 3) its feasibility as responsible for the deviations of seafloor and surface heat flow from predictions by conductive models in mature oceanic lithosphere. Here we show that the existence of smallscale convection is entirely compatible with experimental creep parameters and flow laws, and that the viscosity stratification due to melt extraction (i.e., H 2 O removal) is the main factor controlling the plate's thermal evolution, its asymptotic thickness, and the flattening of seafloor and surface heat flow at ages^70 Ma. The effects of Al-rich phase transitions and compositional layering are minor.
Introduction
[2] It is widely accepted that the seafloor topography and surface heat flow in oceanic lithosphere (OL) younger than 70-80 Ma can be explained as the cooling of a semi-infinite half-space medium (i.e., half-space cooling model). On the contrary, the physical mechanism responsible for the deviations of these two observables from predictions by the halfspace cooling model in older OL (commonly refer to as flattening) has been the subject of one of the longeststanding debates in geophysics. Suggested mechanisms include: age-dependent crustal production, dynamic pressure related to asthenospheric flow, phase changes, chemical buoyancy of the mantle residuum, internal radiogenic heating, thermal rejuvenation by hot-spots, and small-scale convection (SSC) [cf. Hillier and Watts, 2005; Huang and Zhong, 2005, and references therein] . Although in principle all of these mechanisms could play a role, SSC has become one of the most popular mechanisms for explaining the deviations due to its sound physical explanation. Despite this general acceptance, most of the studies on SSC have been focused on the general conditions for the existence of it and on its associated onset times [e.g., Davaille and Jaupart, 1994; Solomatov and Moresi, 2000; Huang et al., 2003; Dumoulin et al., 2005 , and references therein]. Specific numerical models devised to asses its feasibility as responsible for the flattening of seafloor and surface heat flow are only a few [Dumoulin et al., 2001; Korenaga and Jordan, 2002; Huang and Zhong, 2005; Zlotnik et al., 2008] . These studies consider the OL to be the cold thermal boundary layer above a convective adiabatic mantle, and therefore all physical properties are mainly controlled by the thermal structure. However, the OL is not only a thermal, but also a chemical and a mechanical boundary layer. Its thermodynamic properties, which in turn control its dynamic behaviour, depend ultimately on temperature, pressure, composition of the original source (i.e., upper mantle that has not experienced partial melting), and degree of melt depletion experienced at the MOR [e.g., Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1996; Phipps Morgan, 1997; Lee et al., 2005; Afonso et al., 2007] . While all these factors are intimately related, their influence on the generation of SSC and the evolution of OL have never been systematically explored with thermomechanical models. A relevant exception is the recent 3D numerical study of Ballmer et al. [2007] , who included compositional effects on the density calculation to study intraplate volcanism in OL. Yet, rheological stratifications due to melt extraction and the expression of SSC on geophysical observables were not explicitly considered.
[3] In this paper, we present the first consistent assessment of the effects of rheological and compositional layering on the development and vigour of SSC under the oceans and its ability to generate the flattening of seafloor and surface heat flow in mature OL. We employ dynamic models coupled with MOR melting models, experimental parameterizations of rheologies affected by dehydration beneath MORs, and petrological models of OL.
Numerical Model and Methods
[4] Numerical solutions of the temperature and flow fields are obtained solving the two-dimensional equations of mass, momentum, and energy conservation in an infinite Prandtl number fluid with variable viscosity under the extended Boussinesq approximation (see details in the auxiliary material 1 ). The thickness of the numerical domain represents 660 km in nature. The horizontal dimension is either 7000 or 15000 km wide, depending on the particular model. The effective viscosity of the fluid is computed as the harmonic mean of the two creep mechanisms that act simultaneously in the mantle, namely diffusion and dislocation creep (Figure 1a ). The heat capacity (Cp) is taken constant, while the thermal conductivity (k) and coefficient of thermal expansion (a) are T-P-dependent. Internal heating is explicitly included in the energy equation and assumed to be composed of three terms: i) a constant radiogenic heat production term, ii) an adiabatic heating term, and iii) a shear heating term associated with mechanical heat dissipation.
[5] Temperature boundary conditions are such that the temperature is fixed at the top (T surf = 273 K) and bottom (T bot = 1880 K) of the numerical domain, while on the laterals the normal heat flow is set to zero. Unless indicated otherwise, the initial temperature field follows the halfspace cooling model. This model predicts the conductive temperature structure above a specific isotherm T lit which represents the bottom of the lithosphere; here we choose T lit = 1603 K. Initial temperatures below this isotherm are calculated by linear interpolation between T lit and T bot . We also used a plate model with a thermal thickness of 90 km to test the sensitivity of the results to the initial conditions. As expected, the half-space model results in a faster and more efficient thermal erosion of the plate in the first 60 Ma of simulation compared to the plate model, which is intrinsically more stable. However, since our calculations are continued until a statistical steady-state is achieved, results are not affected by the assumed initial temperature field. We apply free slip boundary conditions along the sides and bottom of the box and no slip at the top, where a constant horizontal velocity of 3.5 cm a À1 is imposed.
[6] We calculate the (static) boundary layer contribution to seafloor topography as
where d com is a compensation depth and r ref is the depth dependent density of a reference column. Although the choice of d com is somewhat arbitrary, it should not be taken deeper than the deepest isotherm defining the base of the thermal boundary layer ($1600 K isotherm). Deeper dynamic loads associated with SSC are not expected to be locally compensated and their dynamic contribution to topography is only minor (<±150 m).
[7] Following Afonso et al. [2007] , the extent of melting F experienced by ascending mantle at the MOR is approximated with two linear functions intercepting at an appropriate depth, marking the point where the melt productivity function g = (dF/dP) S changes its slope. Different pressures at which partial melting begins (P 0 ) are analyzed. The final H 2 O content of the solid residue is estimated directly from the melting model through the H 2 O partition coefficient (see auxiliary material). We assume that when a mantle parcel reaches F = x% partial melting (x varies between 2 and 5% in different experiments; see below), it can be effectively considered as ''dry'' mantle. The associated viscosity increase due to dehydration is computed as Table S1 (auxiliary material) considering both diffusion and dislocation creep mechanisms. h dry is assumed to be either 50h wet or 100h wet [Karato and Wu, 1993; Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1996] , depending on the experiment.
[8] The olivine a-b and b-g transitions at $410 and 520 km are incorporated in our models. For the former, we assign a 10-fold viscosity increase. The spinel-garnet solid phase transition is modeled as a function of T and P according to the experimental results of Klemme and O'Neill [2000] , with the corresponding density jump taken from Afonso et al. [2007] . Since there are still significant uncertainties associated with the depth of spinel-garnet phase change, we also run models varying this depth. Inasmuch as the plagioclase-spinel phase transition occurs at depths that are too shallow ($30 km) to be affected by or have an effect on SSC, it is not included in our calculations.
Results
[9] In keeping with our goal of generating models consistent with experimental/observational data, we chose not to use parameterized rheological laws (e.g., Frank-Kamenetskii) or ''customized'' creep parameters, as commonly done in the literature. Instead, we use experimentally derived sets of creep parameters in combination with the same flow laws employed to obtain them from deformation experiments (see auxiliary material). We tested two popular sets of creep parameters: one is from Karato and Wu [1993] and the other is from Hirth and Kohlstedt [2003] . For each set we run identical simulations in which we vary the melting model (P 0 and x) and the depth of the spinel-garnet transition. We Figure 1 . Typical viscosity profiles from our ''wet'' simulations. (a) Labeled curves denote: 1, viscosity associated with diffusion creep; 2, viscosity associated with dislocation creep; 3, ''dry'' component of effective viscosity (i.e., h dry = 100h wet ); 4, effective viscosity of the mantle calculated with 1, 2, and 3 as explained in the text. Note the dominant role of dislocation creep in the first $200 km. A 10-fold viscosity increase is imposed at 410 km. (b) Typical effective viscosity profiles from our ''dry'' simulations using two different sets of ''dry'' parameters: 5, [Karato and Wu, 1993] ; 6, [Hirth and Kohlstedt, 2003] . Note that the resulting viscosity is^10 20 Pa s in the entire upper mantle.
find that when using the values reported by Karato and Wu [1993] and Hirth and Kohlstedt [2003] for ''dry'' rheology (Table S1 ), simulations predict average upper mantle vis-cosities^10 20 Pa s (Figure 1b) . These values are found to be high enough to inhibit the development of SSC, and consequently both the thermal structure of the OL and geophysical observables follow closely those predicted by a half-space cooling model (Figure 2a ). Although some small instabilities may develop in the older parts of the OL, they cannot evolve into well defined drippings due to the high viscosity of the underlying mantle. These observations concur with the detailed study of Zlotnik et al. [2008] on the rheological control of SSC. If the values reported by Hirth and Kohlstedt [2003] for a constant water content of 1000 H/ 10 6 Si are used instead (more in agreement with the actual water content of the MORB source), the average viscosity of the upper mantle drops to values of 10 19 -10 20 Pa s (Figure 1a) , and SSC becomes active. The final viscosity structure obtained with these parameters is almost identical to that obtained with the set of Karato and Wu [1993] for ''wet'' creep (Table S1 ), which also generate SSC.
[10] The inclusion of melting in our ''wet'' simulations generates a strong correlation between the assumed melting model and the development and vigour of SSC, which in turn makes the final thermal structure of the OL dependent on the history of melting at the MOR. In models in which melting starts at depths between $60 and 140 km, we find that higher P 0 values (i.e., melting begins deeper) result in thicker plates due to the stabilizing effect of the viscosity increase related to dehydration. Shallower melting models generates the high-viscosity zone related to dehydration well within the already highly viscous part of the OL resulting from the normal conductive cooling. In these cases, melting do not play any role in either the development of SSC or in the final thermal structure of the plate. On the other hand, deeper melting models tend to sluggish or even suppress SSC due to the higher developed viscosities (Figure 3) . The dependence of SSC onset times on melting models, as speculated by Lee et al. [2005] , is evident in Figure 2b . Note also that in models where a flattening of the signals occur (e.g., simulation 2 in Figure 2b ), a clear time delay exists between the onsets of SSC and the flattening. This time delay is a measure of the time needed by SSC to flatten out the conductive cooling of the plate. Varying x from 2 to 5% and h dry from 50h wet to 100h wet has a very minor effect on the above results.
[11] Previous studies have demonstrated the important role of radiogenic heat production in controlling the thermal thickness of OL and the cooling of the sublithospheric upper mantle by SSC [e.g., Jarvis and Peltier, 1980; Huang and Zhong, 2005; Zlotnik et al., 2008] , and therefore we do not address this point here. We note, however, that all our simulations include a realistic radiogenic heat production value of 1.8 Â 10 À8 W m À3 [Labrosse and Jaupart, 2007] . The role of the adiabatic heating term, on the other hand, is not always well appreciated. Neglecting this term increases the density difference between upwellings and downwellings, and consequently the vigour and eroding capacity of SSC (Figure 2c ). This may result in underestimations of the steady-state thermal thickness of OL by as much as 25-50 km [see also Zlotnik et al., 2008] .
[12] Figure 2d illustrates that the final thermal structure of the OL is relatively insensitive to the inclusion (and variation) of the spinel-garnet phase transition. Parallel simulations (not shown here) demonstrate that the same applies for the inclusion of compositional density stratification generated by partial melting at the MOR. This occurs because density differences between the depleted residue and the undepleted mantle become significant only at depths ]30 km, where partial melting >8-10% [Afonso et al., 2007] . These depths are too shallow to influence SSC. Regarding the role of the phase transition, we note that although new laboratory experiments could modify somewhat its thermodynamic behaviour, its effect on SSC is not expected to change significantly. Although both compositional stratification and phase changes are unimportant for SSC, they do control the total buoyancy of the plate [Afonso et al., 2007] .
Discussion and Conclusions
[13] The results confirm that SSC is a feasible process in the oceanic mantle and compatible with experimental creep data on ''wet'' olivine aggregates. They also demonstrate that under most circumstances, the viscosity increase due to mantle dehydration at MORs has first-order effects in the vigour of SSC, on its ability to thermally erode the OL, and hence on determining its final thermal structure and associated geophysical observables (Figure 2b ). Unfortunately, one must acknowledge that dynamic systems such as the one described in this work are extremely dependent on their viscosity structure [e.g., Zlotnik et al., 2008] , which in turn depends on experimental parameters that are subject to large uncertainties. This partially may be the cause why other studies on SSC under oceans failed to slow down seafloor subsidence and produce a near constant surface heat flow [Korenaga and Jordan, 2002] . We find that manipulating creep parameters within uncertainties to favour large temperature and strain-rate dependences in dislocation creep may also result in a flattening of seafloor and surface heat flow without invoking dehydration effects. In this case, mantle viscosity at $90-100 km depth evolves spontaneously to reach peak values ]10 18 Pa s in the dislocation regime, in which case SSC results in an OL with a nearly constant thermal thickness (and signal flattening) defined by the depth at which the viscosity minimum is reached ($90-100 km). However, the resulting average viscosity seems to be too low to be compatible with estimations from sea-mount loading [Watts and Zhong, 2000] . Also, if melting begins deeper than this depth, the dehydration effect would still control the final structure of the plate (Figures 2b and 3) .
[14] We find that models that successfully reproduce geophysical observables are also characterized by a significant stress-dependent (i.e., dislocation) creep component on their effective viscosities in the first 200-250 km (for grain sizes d ! 4 mm; Figure 1a and auxiliary material), with peaks between 120 and 150 km. The participation of dislocation creep at these depths not only enhances the vigour of SSC and the flattening of the signals, but also implies the existence of seismic anisotropy in this region. This is consistent with recent seismic anisotropy studies in the oceanic upper mantle that find significant horizontal anisotropy between 50 and 250 km depth, with a clear peak around 125 km depth [Nettles and Dziewonski, 2008] . Figure 3 . Effective viscosity profiles from simulations in which we vary the depth (strictly, P 0 ) at which partial melting begins (see also Figure 2b ). Symbols (Â, 5, 6, 5) indicate the steady-state thermal thickness (i.e., depth to the 1603 K isotherm) resulting from these simulations when the plate is $90 Ma old.
